
Welcome
One and All

A wild party is about 
to start…  Put on 
your dancing shoes!

Someone 
dropped poi 

on the 
floor

Never 
heard of 
frozen 

champagne!

Our welcoming 
committee is always 
outstanding!

Watch out 
for the poi!

Oops! Self 
pouring 

champagne
Hey! It was 
cold in here



We keep the bouncers 
out from until the 
dancing starts!

Watch 
out for the 

poi!

Love the 
flower in 
your hair!

there is a 
flower in my 

hair?

Watch 
out for the 

poi!

Hor’s D’oeuvers 
disappear instantly

What is 
it?

it’s 
from an 

old family 
receipt

how old?

Follow 
my step

i think i 
stepped in 

the poi!

Our resident 
experts show us 
how it is done!

Right 
or left? I 

can’t 
remember!

left or 
right? I can’t 

remember!



I am 
nancy

I am Ron
I am Mike

I am 
confused!

That’s greek 
for Irene!

I found 
the poi!

it will 
come off 

after a few 
dances

I was going 
to wear a 

grass skirt 

thank 
goodness 

for the water 
shortage

Flowers are 
beginning to show 
up on the dance 
floor

What do you 
mean it is a lei?  I 
thought it was a 

hat!



arms down! 
You cannot do 

the hula 
tonight

The floor show is 
hereby cancelled!

the ten-step 
hawaiian polka 
is underway

how do 
you count to 

ten in 
hawaiian?

Looks like 
an explosion 
in a florist 

shop! 

Marilyn always 
making sure 
everyone is 
having fun!

love hawaiian 
line dancing!go 

girl!

the dances 
are always 
this much 

fun?

absolutely

sticking out ones 
tongue is hawaiian for 
“Go Away cameraman”



Did you know 
they found the 

poi? excellent!

what do you 
mean you are 
going to set 

them on 
fire?

Will 
need bottle 

of wine to put 
them out!

Keep up 
with the girls 

there mike!

oxygen 
oxygen

hawaiian totem 
pole underway!

I had to 
ask what to 
do with the 
used name 

tags?

good night 
all

or… as we 
say in hawaii…  

Aloha!


